214	NON-VIOLENCE IN  PEACE AND  WAR
is true of thousands of Jews who have no thought even
of'loving the enemy5. With them, as with millions, 'revenge
is ?;veet, to forgive is divine'.
Sevagram, 5-2-'39
Harijan, 18-2-1939
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WHAT TO DO?
Here is an important letter from a principal who wishes
to remain anonymous:
"A troubled conscience seeks the reasoned opinion of others
to help to solve the following pressing question :f Is the carrying
cut of the pledge of the Peace Pledge Union (the late Dick Shep-
pard's organization for opposing war by the refusal to resort to
violence under any circumstances whatever) a right and practicable
course of action in the present conditions of our world?
On the side of *Yea* there are the following arguments:
 1.	The world's greatest spiritual teachers have taught and
exemplified in their own lives that an evil thing can only be .des-
troyed by good means, and never by evil means, and any sort of
violence  (particularly that of war, even solely in so-called self-
defence) is undoubtedly an evil means, whatever may be the motive.
Violence is, Therefore, always wrong.
 2.	The real causes of the present violence and misery' can
never be removed by war. This was proved to the hilt in the last
"war to end wars, and the same will always be true. Violence is,
therefore, unpractical-
 3.	Those who feel they must fight to defend liberty and
democracy  (even though they would fight for no lesser cause)
are deluded. War, in modern conditions, even if it ends in victory,
means the more certain destruction of such liberties as remain
to us than even conquest by an invader might mean; for no modern
war can be waged successfully without the complete regimentation
of entire peoples.  It is better to die in conscientiously resisting
oppression non-violently, than to live as a pawn in the regimented
society which must emerge from another war, whoever may win it.

